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The last decade of the 19th century were troubled years in South
Africa. Tension between Britain and the two Boer republics, the
Transvaal and the Orange Free State, increased until war became
inevitable. These turbulent ten years saw many notable figures
pass through Cape Town at various times and for various reasons,
figures like Robert Baden-Powell, Rudyard Kipling, Jan Smuts or
Cecil Rhodes. All of them were friends, guests or visitors at ‘Mon
Desir’, the home of Sir Henry Juta, barrister and Speaker of the
Cape House. This is the story of Louise Juta, the youngest of his
four daughters, from her birth until she left South Africa in 1904
to go to school in England and never return. She spent the last
years of her long life in Switzerland. I would drop in most days for
an hour or two to play scrabble with Lady Luia Forbes, as she then
was, and listen to her reminiscing. This is the result.

Sir Henry Juta

Lady Luia Forbes

Louise Juta

For Luia in fond memory of the
many hours we spent together.

CHAPTER . . .

1
“She’s low today, sir” A slim manicured hand strayed from
the thick graying mustache down over the bearded jaw. The
seated passenger nodded his head out of the window and
looked expectantly across the first class railway carriage at
the only other occupant, who frowned slightly, as though he
were not quite sure that he was the person being spoken to
after all. He straightened a braided tassel on his smart red
uniform jacket and raised his bushy eyebrows.
“I beg your pardon, sir?”
“The tablecloth, sir. She’s low today.” He glanced out
of the window again. The resinous buds on the dark green
spreading firs were opening and the shady acacia bushes in
the impeccably lawned gardens abounded with cream-coloured clusters of blossoms. Beyond the stately homes, Table
Mountain raised its huge horizontal head above the wisps of
blue misty cloud. The almost permanent perpendicular layer
of stratus cloud moved only when high-level gusts of wind
swept in from the ocean and disturbed it. Then Devil’s Peak
emerged mysteriously from a swirling shroud, like some
drowning giant heaving its heavy head above the maelstrom.
Still puzzled, the army officer leaned forward.
“I assume you are referring to the mountain, sir.” They
both stared at the constantly shifting layers of cloud. The
grave gentleman inclined his head and smiled.
“Indeed, sir.” After forty years in Cape Province he had lost
little of his Scottish accent. As a young man he had left his
native Inverness to make his fortune and he had succeeded,
not without a struggle at times. Twice he had found himself
without a penny in his pocket, but his Gaelic stubbornness had
1
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won in the end. He settled complacently in his plush corner
seat. The steam engine puffed round the last long curve into
Mowbray. The weather was oppressive. The onshore winds
that often blew over the town and into False Bay had dropped
and an uncustomary humidity hung above the peninsular. The
bearded banker’s irritation mounted as he remembered his
mission. It would probably be another false alarm and not the
first time the doctors had predicted that his daughter was about
to deliver another child. And not the first time they had been
wrong either. A good Edinburgh medical student could have
done better! He snorted scornfully and then, as if noticing how
closely he resembled the steam engine up ahead, transformed
the snort into a low cough behind his gloved hand. His military companion smiled.
“You are from the Cape, sir?”
“All but the birth, sir. Married, raised a family and established myself in business here.” He lost himself in reminiscences: Scotland! In 1830, the year of his birth in Inverness,
the first steam railway in the north had just opened, Walter
Scott was on his death bed somewhere in the Mediterranean
and King George IV had passed on amid a wealth of social
grievances.
The little train ground to a squealing halt. Beyond the neat
suburban station buildings, tranquil unpaved roads, mere
sandy lanes under the flowering tulip trees, wound lazily up
the wooded flanks of Table Mountain. Gabled roofs peeped
through ancient rough-barked holm oaks. The occasional
thatched cottage nestled under spreading dark-boughed
pines, thick with clusters of bright shining brown cones. The
mountain dominated everything, sloping slowly to the south
and the rich compact vineyards of Constancia.
A smartly-dressed station-master passed the carriage window and paused to raise his braided cap to the occupants.
He strode on, flicking ostentatiously at the tails of his blue
frock coat. The Scottish banker coughed again, this time on
purpose.
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“And you, sir, are not entirely unknown to me,” he said.
He withdrew an elegant silver card case from within the amble folds of his dark blue coat and flipped it open. His travelling companion barely raised his eyebrows as he accepted
the proffered card: “Murdoch Morrison Tait. Managing Director. The Bank of Scotland, Addderley Street, Cape Town.”
He leant forward stiffly to confirm his identity and seemed
displeased that visibly the name meant nothing to the officer
in the facing seat. He cleared his throat and smoothed his
trim beard.
“My son-in-law, Sir Henry Juta, has on several occasions
spoken of your...” He searched for an appropriately inoffensive word. A smile flashed across the young officer’s sunburnt face.
“Exploits?” he suggested. Most of the events that had
occurred in the previous June in Mashonaland had not yet
reached the general public. These romantic pioneering adventures had been tarnished by suggestions that Her Majesty’s government had tricked the native king, Lobengula, into
authorizing a British force of some one thousand soldiers to
cross his lands. Sir John Willoughby had commanded the
rearguard of the column that crossed the Macloutsie River
on June 27, 1890 with the thoughtless blessing of the High
Commissioner, Major-General Methuen. His flippant commentary at the time was the talk of the town among those in
the more privileged positions.
“Well, gentlemen” Methuen had mused. “Your destination
is a place called Siboutsi. I do not know if Siboutsi is a man
or a mountain. Mr. Selous, I understand, is of the opinion
that it is a man, but we will pass that by. You then proceed
to Mount Hampden. Mr. Selous is of the opinion that Mount
Hampden has been placed ten miles too far to the west. You
had better correct that. On second thoughts, better not. You
might then be placing it ten miles too far to the east. Good
morning, gentlemen.” After six weeks of struggling through
swampy impenetrable bush, the expeditionary force had
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reached open grassland and built a fort, which they named
Salisbury after the British Prime Minister.
Sir John Willoughby leaned back into the soft cushioned
seat. It was his turn to reminisce. After the dull routine of
British barracks life, the Mashonaland adventure had been a
refreshing interlude. The banker studied the soldier closely,
slowly turning his high black silk hat with the tips of his
fingers.
“I’d not be surprised if you were on your way to Groote
Schuur, sir,” he hazarded. Not a very difficult guess. Only
two possible destinations offered themselves to a famous
soldier farther along the railway line: the Cape Prime Minister’s residence at Rondebosch or the Naval Base at Simonstown. Willoughby nodded assent and cast his eyes back to
the window and the pine-clad cliffs that climbed precipitously behind the peaceful tree-lined lanes. Above a final line
of vegetation, Devil’s Peak appeared about to tumble down
among the fashionable homes of Cape Town’s elite. To the
south-west the level plateau of the Table itself had finally
shrugged off the clinging clouds and rose majestically into
the dark blue sky.
Table Bay had first been visited by Bartolomeu Dias in
1488 and later became a place of call for ships passing to
India. Water and food could be obtained and mail left under
marked ‘post office’ stones, to be picked up by ships bound
for Europe. The first permanent white settlement was begun
by Jan van Riebeeck. Requested to undertake the command
of the initial Dutch settlement in the future South Africa, he
landed three ships on 6 April 1652, fortified the site as a
way-station to supply ships bound for the East Indies. Van
Riebeeck was Commander of the Cape until 1662, charged
with building a fort, improving the natural anchorage at Table Bay, planting fruit and vegetable gardens and obtaining
livestock from the indigenous Khoi people. By the end of
the seventeenth century, the town had taken shape. The gardens and the brick castle, which replaced the fort in 1666,
were surrounded by streets lined with warehouses, taverns
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and company offices. The style of living resembled that of
Holland, but the climate caused the traditional Dutch architecture to be considerably modified.
As a result of the Napoleonic Wars, the British annexed
the Cape in 1806. The emancipation of slaves and the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 had dealt a severe blow to the
town’s prosperity.
The little train pulled out of Rosebank. Willoughby sighed
and tapped out a rhythm with his fingers on his leather brief
case.
“These are troubled times, my dear Mr. Tait.” He wondered if it were worth his time pursuing the conversation,
but his inquisitive companion was obviously not going to
leave him in peace for long. The train rumbled over the river
bridge where the Liesbeek brook flowed under the line.
Named after a small river in Holland, the first free burghers
of the Dutch East India Company were granted land to farm
along the stream in 1657. It sprang to life in mountain gorges
and later joined the Black River to empty into Table Bay at
Paarden Island. Willoughby grunted and tried to look irate.
“General Machado’s at the bottom of it, sir. No need to look
beyond him. Sending in criminals like Gouveia to tamper
with the natives!” The banker had heard talk about Machado
at his father-in-law’s table. Machado was Governor-General
of Portuguese East Africa. Although a gentleman himself,
he did not hesitate to employ a renegade agent called Gouveia in his service. This released criminal terrorized much
of Mashonaland with his own army of undisciplined black
mercenaries. “Why, sir, you must have heard how, only a few
weeks ago, he had the impudence to pull down the Union
Jack at Umtasa.”
“My son-in-law told me, however, that Jameson had returned with encouraging reports,” added Murdoch Tait,
twirling his immaculately furled umbrella between his feet.
Willoughby snorted.
“Jameson! He’d say he had a good trip no matter what
happened! And then laugh about it.” Many people had fixed
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ideas about the infamous Dr. Jameson who had the overall
command of the Salisbury expedition. The Scottish doctor—
everyone seemed Scottish in Cape Town—had created for
himself an ambiguous reputation since his arrival in Kimberley thirteen years before to take up a medical practice
in the booming diamond town. Born in Edinburgh in 1853
and a graduate of University College, London, Dr. Starr
Jameson had abandoned a brilliant career in England and allowed a whim to take him to South Africa. At Kimberley he
had become close friends with Cecil Rhodes, then a young
man establishing his fortune in the diamond mines. With
Rhodes’ rise to political importance, Jameson became his
chief confidante, undertook several missions to Lobengula,
the Matabele king and was responsible for persuading the
hoodwinked king to let the expedition through to Mashonaland. Jameson went on to explore the route to the east coast
from Salisbury. On his return, Rhodes, now Prime Minister,
had appointed him administrator of Mashonaland. With his
dour Presbyterian upbringing, Tait disapproved of Jameson’s
ungentlemanly methods. What for some might pass for bravery, to him such behavior was simply irresponsible.
“Why sir, I hear that Jameson lost all his clothes, except
for one dancing shoe and all his stores but for a 7lb tin of
icing sugar! He broke three ribs. He burnt down an entire
native village by accident. He allowed himself to be capsized by hippopotami, plagued by marauding lions and then,
if you please, finds the whole thing a fine joke when the natives laugh at his undignified appearance!” Carried away by
his wounded sense of propriety, he looked up sharply when
Willoughby made a noise that sounded suspiciously like the
beginnings of a chuckle. The banker frowned. They were all
the same, these expatriate soldiers who had chosen to exile
themselves from civilized England to explore the African
bush.
Brakes screeched, heads appeared at windows and the
train pulled into Rondebosch station in a cloud of steam.
An unusual number of people of all ethnic groups milled
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about on the platform or simply sat around on the benches.
Rhodes’ residence at Groote Schuur was a few minutes’ walk
away and most people preferred the train journey out of town
to the dusty carriage ride. Willoughby stood up and straightened his jacket. Almost before the train had ground to a halt,
the door opened and the station master, cap in hand, stood
ready to receive the distinguished soldier in person. A compact crowd of colored servants hovered outside the white
railings, hoping to catch a glimpse of some well-known
political figure. In an assortment of brightly-colored head
scarves and skirts, they clashed quaintly with the flowering
tulip trees in the avenue and contrasted vividly with the pale
purple mountain slopes beyond.
Among them a young man waited patiently for the mob to
disperse. Dressed in white flannel trousers, shirt and widebrimmed hat with a colored band round the crown, he recognized Willoughby and pushed through the crowd with
outstretched hand.
“I was afraid I’d missed you, sir. We had a bit of trouble
up at the house and I was delayed in leaving.” The Prime
Minister’s private secretary, Harry Currey was an efficient
intelligent young man with a gift for organization and a reputation for caustic comments. It was not clear which of these
two qualities had attracted Rhodes and resulted in his present privileged position. Uncharitable gossip suggested other
darker motives for the nomination. A native South African
born on the veldt, unsophisticated and frank, Rhodes’ capriciousness and fickle character had initially confused Currey.
Even more so Rhodes’ obsession with secrecy.
“Mr. Rhodes does not want any living man to know him,”
Currey would explain to admiring friends. “His whole life
and interests are mapped out into little squares. Any person
involved in square six must know nothing of what’s going
on in square seven” He led his guest to the waiting carriage. “Mr. Rhodes asks you to excuse him for not coming
to meet you in person. Work, you know.” He fidgeted with
a wide dotted cravat that had come loose around his neck.
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Willoughby acknowledged the apology with a slight smile.
He hardly expected the great Cecil Rhodes to disturb his routine for a relatively low-ranking army officer. That would be
like the mountain going to Mahomet. The two men heaved
themselves into the waiting carriage, the colored servant
closed the door and the horse moved away under the yellowblossomed acacia trees into Belmont Road, over the railway
bridge and then climbed up the avenue to Groote Schuur,
hidden behind a curving copse of stately pines.
Murdoch Tait sat on alone in the first class carriage. The
Newlands Cricket Ground, where a match was in progress, flashed past. In their impeccably white clothes, from
a distance the players resembled bleached bugs scurrying
over a green baize billiard table. The unflattering comparison vexed the banker. As a young man in Inverness, he
had played a lot of cricket in the fields along the river with
Glen More rising from the highland mists on one side and
the salt flats of the Moray Firth on the other. When he was
not playing cricket he had liked to scramble over the rockscattered slopes and screes of Craig Phadrick to the ruins
of the castle where King Duncan was supposedly murdered
by Macbeth. His vigorous reliable character took its roots
there in the highlands and he was proud of the fact that
even after so many years in Cape Town their influence had
never waned.
His children, two sons and three daughters, had other
roots and traditions. All had been born in South Africa and
two of the girls had married Afrikaners of Dutch origin. In
spite of the sporadic financial crises that swept through the
Tait household from time to time, the girls had made consequential marriages; Helen’s husband, Sir Henry Juta, was the
foremost barrister in Cape Town and Speaker of the Cape
House of Assembly. Clara had married the owner of the largest vineyard on the Peninsular. As a rule Murdoch Tait disapproved of partiality or favoritism, but he had to admit that
it was with Helen that he felt most at ease. Born in 1874, a
year marked by fierce fighting in the Orange Free State, it
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was Helen who accompanied her father on his annual trips
to Carlsbad for the cure. Propped comfortably on the carriage cushions with the metronomic clicking of the wheels
on the rails below him, he smiled to himself. What a picture
they made together! Strolling down Kaiserstrasse, a part of
that dazzling wealth of aristocratic elegance. How many eyes
turned to cast discreetly envious glances at the slim blackhaired girl on his arm in her stylish Paris dresses, always
in the best of taste and of the latest fashion! Helen’s entire
education and upbringing had prepared her for an eminent
position in Cape Town society. She would be at ease both
at genteel dinner tables among other bare-shouldered ladies
in vaporous clouds of tulle and crinoline, and in her father’s
box at the opera. This season Nellie Melba sang sentimental
love songs with the handsome idolized Polish tenor, Jean de
Reszke and from the Royal Box Lady Warwick dazzled the
auditorium with her very décolleté velvet dresses, a scarlet
aigrette pinned in her abundance of long auburn hair. Daisy
Greville, wife of Lord Brooke, the 5th Earl of Warwick, had
become involved in affairs with several powerful men, most
notably King Edward VII. It was not uncommon for married
women of a certain social class to enjoy romances with a
man higher on the social ladder than her husband, often with
the husband’s knowledge. The contact could also assist him
in his social or political ambitions. Lady Warwick’s main
flaw was that she lacked the ability to keep her love affairs
private. For her indiscretions she had earned the nickname
‘The Babbling Brooke’ and was the inspiration for the popular music hall song ‘Daisy, Daisy’.
Murdoch Tait’s day-dreaming came to a sudden halt as the
train squealed into Kenilworth station. He saw the stationmaster at the far end of the acacia-shaded platform with its
well-tended flowerbeds a blaze of multicolored heart-shaped
pansies. He was arguing with well-contained dignity with an
old lady who was trying to take possession of a suitcase in
the luggage van. Seeing the banker climb down from his carriage, the stationmaster abandoned the old lady and scuttled
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down the length of the platform. He had been accidentally
struck by a passing cabriolet some years previously, which
had damaged one hip, so that he advanced diagonally like a
crab and attracted much admiration.
“I’m afraid they haven’t sent the carriage, Mr. Tait,” he
panted, closing the carriage door behind the banker.
“Very well, Watkins, I’ll walk.”
“Thank you, Mr. Tait.” He touched the peak of his cap and
scuttled back to the old lady, who had finally managed to
persuade a colored porter to load the suitcase on a barrow.
Murdoch Tait left the platform and turned into Kenilworth
Road, like all the other thoroughfares along the railway line,
little more than a sandy lane bordered by beautiful gardens
and stately homes. The absence of the carriage had irritated
him at first, but he was forced to admit that his son-in-law
had probably driven over to Groote Schuur and his daughter’s carriage had taken the children away from the house
while the new baby was being delivered.
A few minutes later he strode through the pair of imposing wrought-iron gates between two brick pillars and passed
into the welcome shade of the spreading silver firs. Built like
a true highlander, short and stocky with an almost pugnacious gait, the banker followed the graveled drive under the
trees. The spring sunlight fell as scattered beams and mottled shadow over the carpet of dry pine needles accumulated
round the cracked scaly bark at the base of the trunks. The
Juta house stood at the far end, backing onto the mountain,
surrounded by meticulously mown lawns and borders of
flowering shrubs. The April weather had woken the white
stars of lepelhout and where the trees thinned and enough
sunlight penetrated, clumps of yellow lobelia fringed the
lawns.
As he approached the house, colored gardeners stopped
their work in the borders to raise their caps. From behind the
imposing house came the sound of greenhouse frames being moved. Less than ten years old, Mon Desir had been designed by Sir Herbert Baker along traditional Dutch colonial
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lines. Gray slate gables rose against the towering backdrop of
Devil’s Peak and the deeply eroded ravines that scarred the
sparsely-covered upper slopes. Here the Liesbeek bubbled
from the heart of the mountain before flowing gently between sandy banks to Bishop’s Court and into the residential
suburbs of Newlands and Claremont. From the wide-open
window of the day nursery a white linen curtain fluttered
and flapped against the oiled teak shutters. Brilliantly-colored bracts of purple and orange bougainvillea climbed in
disorderly abundance over the pale stucco walls. Murdoch
Tait glanced at the flapping curtain as he crossed the croquet
lawn. It seemed too much like a flag of truce. A dreadful
doubt entered his mind. What would the new baby be? A boy
at last, or yet another girl—the fourth!
The Sikh butler, looking very smart in a freshly-laundered
white coat, black trousers and green apron, with a startling
orange turban hiding his long braid of hair, arrived at the
massive front door in time to take the banker’s hat, coat and
umbrella. Murdoch Tait raised a bushy eyebrow in guise of
a question. The butler walked ahead to the foot of the wide
teak staircase, an impressive sweep of polished wood, blue
carpeting and bright brass rods leading to the first floor
landing.
“I am thinking Mr. Tait, sir, that if you was to go upstairs
now...” A fractional smile of pure unaffected joy, so spontaneously apparent among the Cape colored and Indian population, disturbed the mask of deferential respect, the traditional
hallmark of all domestic staff. The normally imperturbable
banker only just hid his surprise and disapproval at this display of sentiment on the part of a servant and climbed the
staircase, his leather boots making no noise on the thick blue
carpet. For once he failed to pause in front of the display of
miniature palms in the jardinière on the landing. They reminded him of Helen. Her passion for gardening, especially
exotic hothouse plants, occupied much of her time. Murdoch
Tate stood aside to allow a uniformed nurse to slip past and
hurry down the stairs with a white enamel basin. Without
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time for the usual curtsey, she vanished round the bottom
of the banisters like a scared rabbit. So that was how he still
affected people! With age creeping up on him, his reputation for blunt Scottish intolerance no longer gave him any
satisfaction. The years had softened him. He marched down
the long teak-paneled corridor to his son-in-law’s dressingroom. He found Henry Juta sitting on the window seat in
conversation with Nanny. He got to his feet, smoothing down
his trousers at the knees.
“There you are, sir. I was wondering if my message had
reached you at the bank.”
“Not for nothing again I hope, Juta. Not for nothing.” His
fingers caressed the silver side whiskers, remarkably bushy
for his seventy-five years. Henry Juta smiled. Tall and wellproportioned, he possessed a northern charm and elegance
typical of certain aristocrats from the flat wind-swept plains
and polders of Dutch Friesland. Born in The Hague in 1859,
the barrister had only been thirty years in Cape Province.
Already with a solid reputation back in Holland, his father
came from a family known to have settled there over six hundred years earlier. He had suffered a serious throat complaint
in his son’s second year and lost his voice. His career at the
bar collapsed. On the wise advice of a specialist the barrister
had taken his family to Cape Town, famous for its temperate
climate. He founded a company importing law books written
in Dutch and later his own printing house, Juta & Company
in Carlyle Street. Of his three children only Henry had remained in South Africa, steering a delicate political course
between allegiance to his adoptive country on one hand and
fidelity to his Dutch origins on the other. Both daughters had
married and left Africa, Willa going to Scotland and Louise
into the central prairies of Canada. The future of the Juta
name rested squarely in the capable hands of Henry. Part of
his success at the Cape Town bar and later as Speaker of the
Cape House derived from a sense of tranquility and dignified
counterpoise that reassured and created confidence in his colleagues. By now he knew how to tackle his uncompromising
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Scottish father-in-law. He spread his hands wide and smiled
reassuringly.
“No indeed, sir. It’s all over. Shall we go down to the
study? I haven’t been home long myself. Mr. Rhodes is
screaming about our Portuguese neighbors again.” He could
still hear the Prime Minister’s high falsetto voice: ‘They’re a
bad race, Juta. They’ve had three hundred years on the coast
and all they’ve achieved is to be a curse to any place they’ve
occupied!’ At the foot of the staircase Murdoch Tait turned
sharply.
“Come on, Juta. Stop hedging. Tell me the verdict, man!
What’s my daughter produced this time?” At the end of the
spacious marble-floored hall a maid pretended to be engrossed in her task of polishing the brass door handles but
with one discreet ear on the conversation. Henry quickened
his pace, the familiar look of philosophical compromise on
his imperturbable face.
“Well, you are aware, sir, that we were more or less certain
a month ago. The doctors all predicted it. The names, you
know, we’d decided upon before Christmas: Louise, after
my mother and Aunt Louise, of course, and...” The banker
stopped dead in his tracks, his white whiskers bristling.
“My God, Juta! Can’t my daughter produce anything but
girls?” His powerful voice rang throughout the vast house. It
silenced the chatter downstairs in the kitchen. Even the gardeners weeding the flower borders under the windows unbent
their aching backs and suppressed grins. A door on the landing clicked shut. In Helen Juta’s bedroom the nurses were
dutifully washing and dressing the baby with none of the
male chauvinistic prejudices so audibly demonstrated by the
irate banker. He snorted like bull confronted with a red cloth.
A fourth daughter in a family where pride was paramount!
In upper class society women were treated as princesses in
public, but at heart their husbands and fathers and brothers
adhered to the traditional conviction that women were an inferior sex, weak, capricious, frivolous and ineffectual. They
fully exemplified the French maxim: ‘Sois belle et tais-toi!’
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A woman was a lovely possession to be paraded in public on
condition that she never opened her mouth.
Henry sighed. He too would have preferred a boy at last
but, being irreproachably devoted to his wife, would defend
her to the bitter end, even against his formidable father-in-law.
“Perhaps we should go into the study, sir,” he suggested,
“and we can..” He was about to say ‘celebrate’ but rapidly
changed his mind and the sentence remained unfinished.
The discerning banker had understood perfectly and snorted
again, but as he too disliked the idea of servants overhearing
heated family discussions of any sort, he allowed himself
to be guided into the secluded study. In large houses with
an army of servants rumors spread like lightning through
the neighborhood grapevine and invariably figured as topics of conversation at the next day’s afternoon tea within a
radius of at least five miles. Murdoch Tait, however, stood
his ground and prepared to return to town, muttering into
his beard something about not having time to waste on ... the
word ‘girls’ was left understood. He had already taken his
hat, coat and umbrella from the butler when an upstairs door
opened and they heard a confused gurgling noise followed
by an explosive cough, which soon developed into an earsplitting wail. The banker glanced over his shoulder.
“Well, Juta, at least she can make herself heard!” He
marched out of the front door and in less than ten seconds
had vanished down the curving tree-lined drive.
Two miles away Sir John Willoughby leaned back on the
upholstered leather of the lurching carriage and closed his
eyes. The drowsy drawl of Rhode’s secretary on the seat beside him had begun to irk him. Yet in some ways the young
man’s conversation was refreshing for its total lack of hypocrisy. The political and diplomatic world tended to be ruled
by the principle that you never said what you thought, even
to your closest friends and family; especially to your closest friends and family! Harry Currey said what he thought,
which both disturbed and mystified the more conventional
colonials in Cape Town society, who had never lived in the
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bush or faced anything more dangerous than a runaway
horse. Harry Currey’s clear blue eyes looked you straight in
the face, daring you to speak your mind. It was this natural
ingenuousness and spontaneous naivety that had attracted
the Prime Minster, as being in direct contrast to his own
obsessive introversion. Together they made a well-balanced
working team.
They drove past a massive Victorian mansion set in rolling
grassland dotted with ancient oak trees. The gently undulating land rose to a low wooded ridge. A herd of deer grazed
peacefully in the sun-dappled shade. Willoughby waved his
hand at the bucolic scene.
“What house is that?”
“That’s Westbrooke House, sir. It used to belong to Mr.
Tait, the banker.” The secretary replied.
“Used to?” He remembered his recent travelling companion, so stiff and starched, and couldn’t imagine the dour Scot
living in such an exquisitively romantic setting. Harry Currey grinned and his blue eyes twinkled.
“Well yes, sir. Mr. Tait has the well-known habit of losing
fortunes as fast as he makes them. To such an extent that
one can’t help wondering if he does it on purpose.” Having
never had a fortune to lose, Willoughby lost interest in the
matter, and they sat in silence until the line of white columns, stepped eaves and black slate roofs of Groote Schuur,
literally ‘Great Barn’, appeared partially masked by the dark
green foliage of numerous broad-leafed firs. The sandy drive
dipped into a hollow, densely carpeted with ornamental eriobotrya shrubs. The sweet-scented white flowers had mostly
finished and been replaced by scores of golden-yellow
fruits the size of a plum. Several imposing stone pines grew
closer to the house and shaded it with their umbrella-shaped
crowns. The English architect, Sir Herbert Baker, had been
commissioned by Rhodes to convert and refurbish the traditional Dutch colonial house, after a fire had recently badly
damaged the building. Little of the original house remained.
The traditional thatched roof had been replaced by sturdy
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Welsh slates. Most of the lovely old wooden furniture from
indigenous trees and impossible to replace had burnt. Baker
rebuilt the front of the house, added a long stoep in the back
and constructed a new wing, containing a billiard room and
master bedroom on the second floor with a large bay window overlooking Devil’s Peak. The resulting blend of classical and Dutch South African styles had succeeded beyond
the architect’s dreams.
Rhodes had made the gardens his personal sanctuary. Recuperated from the arid slopes of Devil’s Peak, once covered in native karroo shrubs, Rhodes insisted they should
be ‘masses of color’. Surrounding the house was a wealth of
roses, hydrangeas, arum and canna lilies, bougainvilleas and
fuchsias. He encouraged visitors to walk there, so that they
might share with him the beauty and the thoughts the gardens inspired. Rhodes told his guests that he liked to think
people would continue to roam down his paths long after
he had gone. Farther away from the house on the slopes of
Devil’s Peak, Rhodes kept antelopes, zebra, eland, wildebeest and ostriches.
The carriage swung round a curve in the drive. With the
mountain now behind them, the two passengers gazed down
over the coastal flats, progressively submerged by the tentacular city suburbs, stretching from the silver line of the sea
to the foot of the mountain. The dominant position of Groote
Schuur had become an appropriate symbol for the famous
man who now lived there. Several guests had gathered on the
stoep. In deep wicker chairs they chatted or simply contemplated the purple mist-wreathed cliffs beyond the hydrangea
beds. Rhodes sprawled indolently in an old armchair with one
foot propped on the rungs of a dining-room chair. Dressed
in his habitual white flannels and tweed jacket, he fidgeted
with the omnipresent felt hat perched on one knee. He was
holding an animated conversation with a pale asthmatic lady
in an outrageously elaborate straw hat. Willoughby tried to
recall what he knew of the notorious statesman.
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Born into a family of eleven at the vicarage of Bishop’s
Storton in 1853, Rhodes grew up a grubby little boy with
fair ruffled hair and a precarious health, later diagnosed as
tuberculosis. At seventeen he joined his older brother in Natal where they attempted to grow cotton but abandoned the
farm three years later and moved to the Kimberley diamond
mines. The next eight years spent mostly at Oxford University installed in him the conviction that the Anglo-Saxon
race was at the highest point of evolution and that his aim
must be to secure its predominance through British expansion, particularly in Africa. Even during the Oxford years
Rhodes had been building his fortune at the diamond mines,
founding a firm contracted to pump out flooded mines.
He began purchasing claims and by 1880 had become the
biggest claim holder in the De Beers Mining Company. A
year later he entered politics as member for Barkly West,
a rural constituency comprised mostly of Dutch farmers.
From 1882 Rhodes became more and more obsessed with
the idea of expansion northwards. He dreamt of a railway
from the Cape to Cairo, running through territories occupied exclusively by British settlers. With his colossal fortune
he founded a Chartered Company and obtained government
sanction to push the frontiers of British-held territory farther
north. He tricked Lobengula, the Matabele chief, into giving
his company concessions north of the Macloutsie River. In
May 1890 the Prime Minister, Sir Gordon Sprigg, was defeated over a railway construction bill and resigned. Rhodes
stepped in.
As he climbed down from the carriage Willoughby studied the man on the verandah, already a legend in his own
lifetime; a tall broad-shouldered man with unruly auburn
hair, carelessly brushed over his forehead, eyes of bluish
gray, dreamy but kind, deep lines on his face following the
curve of his mustache. His mouth possessed a determined,
masterful and somewhat scornful expression. His face and
corpulence showed signs of flabbiness and physical neglect.
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Whatever aptitude he may once have had for sports, seemed
to have abandoned him.
“I do believe you’re a misogynist, Mr. Rhodes!” The pale
lady waved her fan at him. It was common knowledge that
the Prime Minister insisted on having male secretaries.
Rhodes burst out laughing in his alarming falsetto voice.
“Not at all! I don’t hate women. On the contrary I like
them. I simply don’t want them fussing about me.” Again
he laughed, but nervously this time. Perhaps he was conscience of the fact that absence of a family life handicapped
him in some way. A wife and children might have softened
the asperity and frank brutality visible in his dealings with
humanity. A wife could have kept an eye on his precarious
health. She would have protected him from the malice of
disappointed female admirers like Olive Schreiner sitting
opposite him, trying to reanimate the sentiments she had felt
for him before her departure for England.
Olive Schreiner was a name known in both South Africa
and England for three reasons: she was the elder sister of
William Schreiner, the Attorney-General. Together with his
colleague and friend of university days, Henry Juta, he was
considered among the foremost lawyers in the land. Olive
was author of a best-selling book: ‘The Story of an African Farm’, written during a period when she was governess to various farming families on the veldt. The weeks in
isolation, surrounded only by the rolling grasslands and
the colored farm workers, had formed her imagination and
heightened her sensibility towards any form of injustice, a
sentiment aroused by the racial and national conflicts on
the increase in South Africa at the turn of the century. She
had always wanted to be a doctor, but had never had enough
money to pay for the training. She decided she would be a
nurse, as that did not require payment, but ill health prevented her from completing any form of training and she
suffered the first of the asthma attacks that plagued her for
the rest of her life. During her time in England, the renowned
sexologist, Havelock Ellis, wrote to her about her novel, and
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their relationship soon developed. Ellis would later scandalize much of society with his work on human sexual behavior.
At select evenings he entertained his guests by performing
tricks with his penis. Olive had formed a deep and long-lasting affection for the unorthodox physician, passionately devoted to Olive before she returned to South Africa. Ellis had
in some sort replaced the hero-worship she felt for Rhodes in
the early days, shortly after the publication of her book. She
communicated this feeling to her brother in a letter.
“Rhodes is even higher and nobler than I ever expected.
Our friends, however, are so different that we could never
become close. He spoke to me more lovingly of ‘An African Farm’ than anyone has ever done.” After her return from
England, though still believing in his greatness, she had opposed his native policy and eventually numbered among his
severest critics and political enemies. As usual she wore an
embroidered Bavarian dress that made her look even more
robust than she was. A massive woman with a face that could
have passed for male or female, her many posts as governess
and her transient lifestyle had left her little time for romance,
although she had once become engaged under doubtful circumstances. It had not lasted long. She developed a deep interest in freethinking, philosophy and the critical importance
of woman’s equality.
On the stoep Rhodes had tired of the conversation. He
turned his moods on and off like a tap. At his elbow a servant
quietly replaced the ice bucket and produced another bottle
of white Cape wine. The wicker chair creaked as Rhodes
leaned forward to pour himself a second glass. A horse whinnied in the stables at the rear of the house. A narrow-winged
lammergeyer soared into sight over Devil’s Peak. Even at
that distance the contrast between its creamy front and dark
tail appeared noticeable. Rhodes followed the slow wheeling
flight.
“Look at that bird up there,” he said. “Doesn’t it make you
feel as though you’re walking between earth and sky? And
when I look about me,” he waved his hand at the towering
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mist-shrouded mountain and then the silver ribbon of ocean
behind the clustered streets of the city below, “I say that such
a paradise shall be English. I look up every day and say that
the English shall rule this earth.” All heads turned in his
direction. Because he had in fact been talking to himself,
he seemed surprised and turned red. Like most introverts
he made a very poor public speaker and was painfully conscience of the fact. He noticed the latest arrival and waved
his hand.
“Willoughby! Good of you to come at short notice. I shan’t
have to detain you long.” He introduced Olive Schreiner who
listened dutifully to the officer’s stereotyped compliments on
her famous book, which he had never read. Rhodes beckoned to his secretary in conversation with a bent old man
who had once been someone important somewhere.
“Set out those new maps of Gazaland in the study, will
you, Harry. You know, the revisions of the Pungwe estuary
that Jameson brought back.” Harry Currey darted through
the blowing curtains at the open French windows and Rhodes
turned back to his visitor, toying distractedly with his bushy
blond mustache.”What’s new in the enemy camp, Willoughby?” he inquired, a badly-suppressed trace of mockery
in his high-pitched voice. It was common knowledge that
the Prime Minister had little time for soldiers. He considered
the average military man as having very little brain and a
vast amount of incompetency, and deeply regretted having to
call on the army from time to time. He preferred sending eccentrics like Jameson with a handful of picked adventurers,
rather than entrusting a mission to a whole battalion of regular soldiers. Unfortunately once again the Portuguese were
threatening to rupture the Anglo-Portuguese convention of
1890 that allowed the British a right of passage to Mashonaland through the port of Beira. They had established a
blockade at the mouth of the Pungwe River and bullied the
local chief, Gungunyana, into breaking the treaty he had
made with Jameson the year before. Willoughby had been
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commissioned to sail north with a regular army detachment
and sort things out.
“But isn’t that most frightfully dangerous?” exclaimed the
lady with the fan, rolling her pale globular eyes at the elegant officer in his trim red uniform. Oliver Schreiner had
real reasons to fear their Portuguese neighbors. Her father,
a German Lutheran missionary, had often recounted stirring
stories of Portuguese cruelty and atrocities. Rhodes glared at
the apprehensive lady.
“Not a bit! Not a bit!” he shouted, waving his hands irritably. “They’ll only hit him in the leg! Only hit him in the
leg!” He heaved himself out of the chair and strode along the
verandah with Willoughby close on his heels.
Olive Schreiner glanced at her watch. She had promised
her brother, Henry Juta’s closest friend, she would drop in at
‘Mon Desir’ for news of the baby.
The two South African barristers had studied together at
Oxford. Of Anglo-Saxon origin, William Schreiner being
German and Sir Henry Dutch with a German mother, the
sister of Karl Marx, they had both held official posts in Cape
Town. Inevitably they had formed a close and lasting friendship. Olive called for her carriage to be brought round.
As she rumbled through Claremont she recognized Murdoch Tait hurrying in the opposite direction towards the station and muttering to himself. Olive smiled cynically. She
need not bother visiting the Jutas after all. The banker’s face
answered her question. She tried to remember what names
had been earmarked should the baby turn out to be another
girl. She couldn’t remember any of them.
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